Introduction
The output of code-switching often bears a significant resemblance to the patterning of mixed languages. A number of scholars have proposed as a theoretical possibility that code-switching could have a mixed language as an outcome as the patterning is conventionalised by language learners. Bakker (2003:129) however claims that 'mixed languages' do not arise from codeswitching. The general opinion has been that there are no documented examples of such a process. This paper briefly describes one documented example of the recent emergence of a mixed language from code-switching: Gurindji Kriol (McConvell & Meakins 2005 , Meakins 2007b ) and there appear to be other similar examples in Australia. These are new hybrid languages which have grown out of a mixture of the grammar and lexicon of traditional Indigenous languages and of an Aboriginal English/Creole variety (Kriol). Code-switching was pervasive in adult Gurindji speech in the 1970's and this provided the main input to children's first language acquisition at the time.
This paper shows that the dominant patterns of distribution of items from the Kriol source and the Gurindji source in the mixed language reflect the patterning in the code-switching of the previous generation.
If at least some mixed languages arose from code-switching then the principles of hybridisation of mixed languages in such cases is likely to be largely predictable from code-switching constraints, e.g. those proposed by Carol Myers-Scotton, the Matrix Language Framework theory, (1993) subsequently elaborated into the 3-M theory (2002) .
However one of the features of Gurindji Kriol also found in a number of other hybrid languages in Australia and elsewhere (including Michif) is what has been termed a Verbal-Nominal split. In this type, one of the component languages dominates verbal and tense-aspect-mood syntax, morphology and in some cases lexicon, and the other language dominates nominal syntax, morphology, and in some cases lexicon. Although Myers-Scotton recognises that the process of 'turn-over' of one Matrix-language to another can halt before completion, and acknowledges this type of split language (2002), her code-switching theory does not directly address the reasons why this particular split is commonly found. McConvell (1997a McConvell ( , 2002 has proposed that the V-N split relates to the grammatical typology of the 'old' source language-where it is dependent-marking like Gurindji, then a split in which nominal grammar is retained from the old language is predicted; and where it is head-marking, then retention of verbal grammar from the old language is predicted. This proposal is assessed and modified here,with the notion of a 'verbal-nominal' split being replaced by a split between elements linked to I(NFL), and the rest of the clause (cf. Matras' (2003) notion of INFL-language).
The proposal that mixed language hybridity principles can arise from code-switching constraints based on the typology of the interacting languages, obviously could have strong implications for our view of linguistic prehistory. It is not possible to do justice to this broad issue in this paper, but one could predict what languages which have been created by this kind of process in the past would look like, with a view to finding some languages which match these criteria.
The aims of this paper are as follows: 1) to show that a transition from code-switching between two languages to a mixed language has been empirically demonstrated in at least one case; 2) following on that, to examine whether the constraints proposed to account for codeswitching may also play a role in explaining the composition of hybrid languages; 3)
to critically examine a proposal based on the typology of the old language (the 'Centre of Gravity' Hypothesis) which seeks to explain code-switching patterns and the hybrid languages which are their outcomes; 4)
to propose a further explanation of the 'Centre of Gravity' Hypothesis in which the location of INFL components of a clause determines which languages dominate which parts of a clause in hybrid outcomes.
There are more broad aims which might be followed up, but this assumes a larger project than can be attempted in this paper: 5) to plot what kinds of outcomes would be present in languages if the hypothesised processes been active in the past history of language contact, with a view to finding such patterns in attested languages.
It is not clear that the relevant outcomes are indeed outcomes of code-switching in all cases, Another strand in the investigation would be 6) to determine whether there are particular types of language contact interaction, including both code-switching and other kinds, which bring about distinct outcomes.
Investigation of the so-called Verbal-Nominal and INFL split languages may help us to build a theory of language composition-how composite varieties are formed-,and recognize the signatures of this kind of 'arrested turnover' in the past in attested languages.
The following short excerpt of a Gurindji Kriol story (1) illustrates some of these features. Gurindji elements are in italics; other elements are drawn from Kriol. In this excerpt, most of the verb phrase morphology is derived from Kriol -past tense bin, continuative -bat; -in'from English '-ing' was not originally part of the regional Kriol but is now being incorporated. Elements from Gurindji are emphatic pronouns such as ngali, possessive pronouns nyanuny, locative markers -ta, proprietives -yawung and demonstratives nyawa. Both languages contribute content words -Gurindji: warlaku, karu, partaj; and Kriol: 'plei', 'tok', 'leg'. Partaj ''go up' is a coverb. which usually occurs with a verb, e.g. partaj yanta 'go.up go', although use of a coverb alone in an impertative is also greammatical in traditional Gurindji.
Within words and phrases from a Gurindji source, the grammar does not necessarily match the old Gurindji exactly. For instance traditionally nyawa-ngka would have been murla-ngka with a suppletive stem for 'this, here' when case-marked. In traditional Gurindji too, case marking and some derivational marking (like the proprietive -jawung ~ -yawung) would spread across all elements of the noun phrase so for instance ngayiny in 1(c) above would have been ngayiny-ja 'my-LOC' in agreement with the following noun, and in 1(a) nyanuny would have been nyanyunyjawung 'my-HAVING' in agreement with the following noun.
In the case of Gurindji Kriol, the mixed language exists independently of Gurindji or Kriol. Socially, it is the language of everyday use, and may be found in a large number of domains, including the home, community shop, and council office. Gurindji is only found in the home, spoken conversationally by older people, in traditional ceremony and some Christian ceremonies. Younger Gurindji Kriol speakers generally do not speak Gurindji although they may understand it to some extent. Kriol, without Gurindji mixing, is not used at all within the community but may be used with Aboriginal people from other groups. English now occupies the official domains such as meetings and schooling.
Gurindji Kriol is now the native and predominant language of an entire community, and is spreading beyond that community. Whether they are of 'mixed' parentage or not, speakers do not identify themselves as an ethnic group separate from the Gurindji, and usually call the language they speak 'Gurindji'. In this respect they are like Mednyj Aleut speakers (Matras & Bakker 2003: 3) . For further argument about why Gurindji Kriol should be considered a 'mixed language' see Journal of language contact -THEMA 2 (2008) www. jlc-journal.org McConvell & Meakins (2005) .
Structure of the split in the code-switching stage
Conversational speech between men of the age range of 25-60 in 1977 was divided as follows. The top row of percentages shows the proportion of clauses in text which are solely in one language or another or mixed: the result is approximately one third of each type. The second row of percentages shows the proportion of clauses with Gurindji and Kriol Matrix Language within the mixed clause category: here the result is approximately two-thirds Kriol ML and one-third Gurindji ML. This is significant in that the mixed language outcome in the next generation is based on a Kriol ML structure.
(2) Code-switching (CS) in Gurindji includes cases of an alternational switch between clauses as in (3). As in this case this may have expressive force-as here the first clause in Kriol is part of the discourse of the cattle station but the second in Gurindji has to do with community and kinship concerns.
3 Note the subject and object pronominal enclitics hosted by the complementizer and the verb with tense-aspect inflections in the Gurindji clause.
(3) Kat-im ros ram jak ngara=ngala=ngkulu yarriyi marn-ana cut TRN roast, rump, chuck LEST 1 pl.O 3 pl.S grumble say PRES 'Cut the roast, rump and chuck so they don't grumble about us.' This type of switch is not dealt with here, only switches within the clause which relate to the pattern found in Gurindji Kriol. Prime among these are sentences like (4) (4) Kaa-rni-mpal said orait yutubala kat-im ngaji-rlang-kulu. east-UP-ACROSS side alright 2DU cut-TRN father-DYAD-ERG 'You two, father & son, cut it across the east (side of the cow).' 2 Of the mixed clauses, most clearly have either Gurindji or Kriol as the Matrix language-the language which controls the morphosyntactic frame. As a rule of thumb, those clauses with Kriol tense-aspect-mood elements such as the past auxiliary 'bin' have Kriol ML and those with Gurindji auxiliaries, pronominal enclitics and TAM inflections on the verb have Gurindji ML. With copular clauses, with no verb, the decision is sometimes not so clear, and these have been noted as 'ambiguous'. 3 The complementizer ngara is from the Wanyjirra dialect in contrast to the more regularly used form ngaja. For the social function of dialect switching see McConvell (1988) .
The feature which shows that the matrix language here is Kriol is the pronoun yutubala. If the sentence had been as follows with a Gurindji verb with an imperative inflection followed by a dual subject enclitic, it would be an example of code-switching with a Gurindji matrix. Here the ancillary verb has an imperative inflection rra and a first person singular object enclitic (crossreferencing beneficiary).
Returning to (4), note that the initial directional expression and the final transitive subject NP are in Gurindji, the latter having two Gurindji suffixes one semantic (or 'early system' in MyersScotton's terms) and the ergative case suffix ('later outsider system' in Myer-Scotton's terms as it has a grammatical function relating to the NP's function in the clause). In Myer-Scotton's terms these would be 'embedded language islands' as the general constraints she proposes for 'classic' code-switching would demand Kriol morphology in a Kriol-matrix sentence. This is not however simply an aberrant insertion of a chunk of Gurindji; this is part of a regular patterning of the majority of CS -NP's are very frequently case-marked including with ergative in Kriol matrix clauses. In the case of the mixed language Gurindji Kriol, ergative marking is not found in all examples, but the language of the NP concerned seems irrelevant. In the 1970's codeswitching there appears (from the small number of examples available) to be a tendency for the Gurindji NP's to take ergative but the Kriol NP's not to. So the example (7) The use of Gurindji ergative suffixes is not confined to post-verbal position in CS data; it is also found in pre-verbal position as in (10) onli jintaku-lu Warlawurru-lu bin faind-im nyawa na only one ERG Eagle ERG PST find TRN this now 'Only the one Eagle found this one.'
The split in Gurindji Kriol
The kinds of grammatical pattern seen above in 1970's CS are reproduced with little change in the new mixed language. In (11) there is a post-verbal transitive subject NP with ergative marking and (12) and (13) exemplify preverbal ergatively marked subjects followed by two variants of the Kriol subject pronoun im and i bin (Meakins 2007a, b) (15) (15) paka-ngku turrp im fut-ta prickle-ERG poke 3SG foot-LOC 'The thorn s pricking him in the foot.'
The Gurindji free pronouns can also appear as subjects with ergative marking on Gurindji Kriol. unlike in traditional Gurindji where they are not case-marked.
This was first noticed by Dalton et al. (1995) and in McConvell & Meakins (2005) it is observed that the use of Gurindji subject pronouns without Kriol pronominal elements is perhaps becoming functionally differentiated from forms with Kriol pronominal elements, in signalling contrast as in (16). This provides a clue to the shift in the analysis of this case marker, which later begins to be used sometimes as a contrast marker even when not suffixed to transitive subjects.
(16) ma yu purrum kuya ngayu-ngku purrum kuya DIS 2SG put TRN thus 1SG-ERG put.TRN thus 'You put it like this, I put it like this.'
The transition in terms of the MLF/ 3-M Model
Myers-Scotton and colleagues have provided a model of the process which can lead from 'classic' code-switching to a mixed (what she calls 'split') language (Myers-Scotton 2002). The crucial intermediate stage is the development of 'composite' code-switching where the constraints on insertions are no longer strictly adhered to and elements 'split and recombine', so that system morphemes from both contributing languages can be found. At the same time though, this composite can become more fixed in its structure and the distribution of elements from component languages, as it becomes more like a single language.
In the initial stage of 'classic' code-switching, cases of system morphemes from the embedded (non-matrix) language must be in EL (embedded language) islands. Myers-Scotton (1993: 137) has provided a list of items which are most likely to form such islands.
1.
Formulaic expressions and idioms (especially time and manner PPs but also as VP complements)
2.
Other time and manner expressions (NP/PP adjuncts used adverbially)
Quantifier expressions (APs and NPs especially as VP complements)
4. Non-quantifier, non-time NPs as VP complements (NPs, APs, CPs)
5. Agent NPs
6.
Thematic role-and case-assigners, ie main finite verbs (with full inflections)
In the 'composite' stage some of the EL system morphemes enter the composite ML, in a process of convergence. It is fair to say that this area of how language composition takes place remains undertheorised.
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The way Myers-Scotton talks about the relationship between the languages is also somewhat at odds with what occurred with Gurindji and probably other language pairs the waning language loses its undisputed role as the source of the Matrix language in bilingual CP 's (2002:101) In the Gurindji case it is not simply a case of the old language Gurindji 'waning' but the new language Kriol actually taking over the main ML role but leaving some elements of structure as dominated by the old language Gurindji. This kind of process is also recognised by Myers-Scotton as taking place in mixed language genesis e.g. for Mednjy Aleut.
The reasons given for the formation of a composite ML (Myers-Scotton 2002:105) in terms of limited access to the morphosyntactic frames of the 'desired source' are difficult to understand and probably irrelevant to the Gurindji case. It seems to be based on a model of an old language providing the ML in the first instance and speaker 'desiring' to add elements of a new language, whereas in the Gurindji case the new language takes over as the ML early on but some regions of structure are protected or blocked from turnover. The alternative reason given, that the 'notion of a target ML is not clear to the speakers' is perhaps slightly more relevant.
Myers-Scotton (2002:247-248) sees split (mixed) languages as also having a composite ML.
… some surface level late system morphemes come from the 'other language' involved in the compound (if CS is involved this 'other' language is the 'old' EL)…when some of the late outsider morphemes come from the EL it is implicational evidence that the morphosyntactic frame has changed;… taking in system morphemes from that second language.
Again the issue referred to above is apparent: in the Gurindji situation the EL late system morphemes being brought in are from Gurindji, like the case-markers, as the ML in terms of the TAM system has already moved to Kriol.
Myers-Scotton (2002:249) provides an overall model for mixed language genesis which is useful: split [mixed] languages represent turnovers that do not go to completion but 'stop along the way' : where they stop partly determines the form they show today. For this reason the varieties that are called mixed languages are indeed a mixed bag. In different split languages splits are found in different places.
As the latter part of this quotation shows however there seems to be some idea that the number of types of mixed languages would be very large as all kinds of interactions take place. The aim of this paper is to try to tighten up the theory of composition and mixed language genesis so that there is only a limited number of possible outcomes, and these are predictable from structural types of the interacting languages.
Myers-Scotton seems to persist with the idea that the prototypical split languages are those with a lexicon-grammar split (249, 271)-the 'structural prototype' which is questioned by Matras (2003) . However those which fall within the 'less stringent' definition are more relevant to our Australian examples where lexicon/grammar is hardly an issue a major constituent with its system morphemes and major parts of its ms frame from a different source language from that of most of the lexicon and the ms frame of other constituents Myers-Scotton argues strongly that code-switching is involved in all or most mixed language genesis, although cogent evidence is not available for many cases.
Diagram (17) summarises the relevance of Myers-Scotton's models for the case of Gurindji /Kriol code-switching turning into the mixed language Gurindji Kriol. The kind of case MyersScotton appears to focus on as prototypical is (b) where the Matrix Language is and remains the Old language of the community of speakers. The process of turnover begins by some constituent of the clause opening up to organisation in terms of the other-in this case New language-in particular allowing late system morphemes to be used in this region of the clause. The case of Gurindji is much the same except that the relevant point of departure is after the turnover to the new language Kriol as ML has been accomplished at least in the bulk of code-switching discourse. However the old language Gurindji retains dominance of the morphosyntactic frame of a part of the clause, in this case mainly the NP, allowing use of the late system morphology such as case-markers. In traditional Gurindji, there are obligatory pronominal enclitics which attach to either to a complementizer, an element termed a catalyst, or in second position in the clause, or to the verb in imperatives (McConvell 1996 , to appear a, b). These bound pronouns disappeared rapidly and completely in Gurindji Kriol replaced by either Gurindji or Kriol free pronouns. Many languages in Australia, particularly Non-Pama-Nyungan,are polysynthetic in type in the following sense, of Baker's 'polysynthesis parameter':
Verbs must include some expression of each of the main participants in the event described by the verb (the subject, object and indirect object) (Baker 2001:111) Polysynthetic languages appear according to some authors to show particular kinds of behaviour when they are involved in mixed language genesis. Bakker (2003:132) writes 6 It seems likely that Gurindji also retains dominance of the V element where this is a Gurindji coverb acting as a verb in Gurindji Kriol. This would explain why such coverbs do not add the Kriol transitive marker -im in code-switching and Gurindji Kriol.
CONST CORE (Bakker 1997 ) that the polysynthetic nature of the Cree verb prevents its break-up into a stem part and a morphological part…French verbal stems therefore cannot be inserted into a Cree verbal matrix… It appears that the verbs in a number of language, all of them showing person inflection in the verb are not easily used.
As part of an argument that mixed languages do not arise from code-switching, Bakker writes that 'mixed languages generally show insertional patterns, whereas CS patterns only show insertional patterns if the matrix language is agglutinative'.
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Bakker thus provides an explanation of why French stems cannot be inserted into Michif /Cree verbs based on their polysynthetic nature. This does not however explain why it is the Cree verbs with their built-in pronominal morphology which are retained in the mixed language while the NP's and PP's are French, and not the other way round. We now turn to further discussion of Michif and then to Modern Tiwi, an Australian mixed language arising from a polysynthetic language, traditional Tiwi.
Michif
Michif is the language of the Métis, a socially distinct mixed-race group in Canada: it is a mixed language drawn from French and Cree. Early reports indicate that it may have arisen via a stage of intrasentential code-switching. Bakker (1992) also reports on code-switching between other Algonquian languages and French and English, and the patterns of contemporary MontagnaisFrench code-switching are quite similar to the outcome in Michif, with a preponderance of French nouns entering the language, although in contrast to Michif, French verbs are also incorporated to some extent through a "helping verb" construction (Drapeau 1991) .
In Michif, virtually all verbs, question words, personal pronouns and demonstratives are from Cree. Numerals and virtually all nouns, with their appropriate French articles or possessives, are from French, including gender distinctions. Prepositions and negative elements are more than 70% from French and adverbs are more than 70% Cree. Cree nominal morphology is almost non-existent whereas Cree verbal morphology is extensive (Bakker 1992:236) . The verb morphology of Michif is entirely Cree with the exception of some noun incorporation of French nouns and a very few French verb stems inflected in Cree fashion. The few affixes that do occur on Cree nouns (e.g. obviative) also occur on French noun phrases (which include French determiners and adjectives in the correct French position).
(18) Michif (Mixture of Cree and French; CAPS =French; l.c.=Cree) [Bakker 1994:30] PAR LA QUEUE apoci -pit -ew, kihtwam LE LOUP ase -kiwe -pahta -w by the tail inside.out pull he/him again the wolf back go.home run he 'He pulled him inside out by the tail and the wolf ran home again.' If one used Myers Scotton's scenarios here, Michif could be characterised as a frozen form of CS where the stabilisation occurred BEFORE turnover to the new language as ML. Cree dominates the basic grammar through the verb morphology which is at the heart of Cree grammar. Penetration of French verb stems into this structure is quite rare because of incompatibility between them and Cree affixes. Interestingly in the 'mixed' form of the related Canadian language Montagnais mentioned above (Drapeau 1991 (Drapeau , 1995 insertion of French stems is much more common because of the widespread use of a "helping verb" construction which allows the French infinitive to be inserted separately from the Cree verb morphology, e.g. This use of a non-finite verbal form with an inflecting ancillary verb is an extremely common strategy both in code-switching and in languages in contact around the world and it may well have been included in Myers-Scotton's 'compromise strategies' since it is in effect the use of a 'bare form' in the EL with a ML verb. Myers-Scotton (2002) argues that Michif polysynthetic verbs are so differently organised conceptually and grammatically from French or English that congruence is absent and compromise is difficult, so adoption of the Cree verb is forced. Dimmendaal (1998) in a proposal similar to mine (1997, 2002) puts emphasis on the 'head-marking' nature of Cree, and the inversion of the pattern found in Mednjy Aleut, and Myers-Scotton cites his proposal without objection. Bakker (2003) however puts more emphasis on the fact that the Cree verb morphology is inflectional rather than agglutinative to explain why it was adopted without being replaced or broken up.
What remains to be explained in Michif is the dominance not only of French lexicon but also of French grammar in the nominal morphology, including the use of French prepositional phrases. These could be regarded as EL islands in Myers Scotton's terminology, and she argues that the appearance of French EL islands is consistent with the MLF model. This does not however appear to provide any motivation for why what appears to be a quite specific area of grammar should be realised in the new language. This issue is reviewed in the next sections.
Modern Tiwi
In Australia, Modern Tiwi is a well-known example of radical linguistic change between generations. So great is the change that the older and younger people have difficulty in understanding each other although they believe that they are speaking the same language. While Traditional Tiwi is polysynthetic in type with very complex verb morphology, the middle-aged generation (speakers of Modern Tiwi, the variety to be examined here) has somewhat simplified the verb morphology. The young people's Tiwi of the next generation (Ultra-modern) has moved further in an analytical direction and towards English, but this variety will not be considered here. (Lee 1987 Modern Tiwi retains marking of subject pronoun by means of verb prefix, and aspect marking on the verb. While some verb morphology is retained from the old language, English grammar takes over in the Prepositional Phrases, e.g. with layt, fu kapinaki. The complexity of Tiwi verbal morphology has suffered a drastic reduction: nearly all incorporated forms have been lost and pronominal objects, previously expressed in the verb, now appear as free forms, as in (20 b and d).
Traditional Tiwi had a number of free form verb stems which required a "helping verb" to go with them. This construction has now swept the board pushing out most of the non-compound verb forms and providing a welcoming environment for much borrowing of verb stems from English and Pidgin (as in the case of wokapat "walk" above).
From what Lee tells us about the history of the period, use of Pidgin English mixed with Tiwi as an interlanguage by mission staff was quite influential (Lee 1987:327-8) , and pervasive codeswitching between Tiwi and forms of English was and is common on the Islands (Lee 1987:338ff) .
As with the case of Michif and Montagnais, data on contemporary code-switching in related or typologically similar languages can give clues to possible scenarios leading to the Tiwi situation. The most apposite examples come from Non-Pama-Nyungan "prefixing" head-marking languages with complex verb morphology of polysynthetic type. From the limited data so far available (Leeding 1993 ) the pattern of CS used by young people, which is already tending towards a standardised style of "unmarked CS" in other Non-Pama-Nyungan languages, shows a strong tendency to retain verb morphology from the Aboriginal language while adopting vocabulary and nominal related features from English or Kriol. The pattern for polysynthetic head-marking languages both in North Australia and North America seems to be for code-switching to retain the old language as a matrix, including old language verb forms, and a similar pattern to emerge when contact leads to a new mixed type of language.
The 'Centre of Gravity' Model

Head-and Dependent-Marking
A better predictive model than that of Myers Scotton may be one in which the locus of the initial ML turnover in the grammar is selected by a typological feature of the old language. For the present I shall utilise the distinction made by Nichols (1987) between HEAD-MARKING and DEPENDENT-MARKING languages. Polysynthetic North American languages with no nominal case marking like Cree are typical head-marking languages, as are most Non-Pama-Nyungan languages in Australia. Pama-Nyungan languages in Australia, on the other hand, with case marking on nominals and no pronominal marking on the verb are towards the dependent marking end of the spectrum. Different languages have different 'centres of gravity' for their grammatical systems. For headmarking verb-coding languages, the 'centre of gravity' is the verb; for dependent-marking nouncoding languages the 'centre of gravity' is in the nominal arguments. When a turnover of ML (as Myers Scotton calls it) is in progress the 'centre of gravity' resists the substitution of the new language longer. The corollary of this is the following:
(24) Centre-of-Gravity Hypothesis of language split (a) head-marking verb-coding languages retain verbal grammar from the old language after nominal grammar has turned over to the new language; this situation when frozen between the two stages gives a ModernTiwi/Michif-type mixed language; (b) dependent-marking noun-coding languages retain nominal grammar from the old language after verbal grammar has turned over to the new language; this situation when frozen between the two stages gives a Gurindji Kriol/Mednjy Aleut-type language.
These hypotheses roughly fit the situations of the languages discussed here: Cree and Tiwi are head-marking verb-coding languages and have yielded mixed languages Michif and Modern Tiwi respectively with the appropriate split. Gurindji is a dependent marking noun-coding language and has yielded the appropriate split in Gurindji Kriol. Mednjy Aleut is more problematic, although it clearly falls in the same outcome category as Gurindji Kriol.
Problems with the Centre of Gravity Hypothesis
The hypothesis is likely to contain a simplification since in its present form only one language in the pair of interacting languages is taken into consideration. Nevertheless if it does work reasonably Journal of language contact -THEMA 2 (2008) www. jlc-journal.org well even with this simplification it could indicate that the type of the old language is of more importance than that of the new language. While the Centre-of-Gravity generalization seems to be on the right track it may not exactly capture exactly the correct specifications of the types of languages which cause the split under discussion. 'Head marking' is a broader concept and this relates to what Nichols sees as the 'clause' domain of 'locus marking'. Further there is an apparent weakness in the 'head marking' definition in regard to languages which attach pronominal marking not to the verb but to a first constituent or complementizer like Gurindji. Nichols also classifies many languages, including most Australian languages, as 'double marking' in terms of head/dependent which does not provide good results and may indicate flaws in the procedure for classification. Baker's 'polysynthesis parameter' (cited above) may assist in defining verb-coding head-marking languages for our purposes.
There are also indications that the most significant element in determining the Matrix Language, and therefore understanding the splits which occur is the TAM system or what used to be called IP, with its head INFL or I 10 . This is the perspective I now turn to to try to improve the hypothesis.
Typology of arrested turnover
I adopt here Myers-Scotton's notion of mixed languages being cases of 'turnover' processes which are 'arrested' at some point in a formation of a composite ML. In most cases there is an 'old language' which the group traditionally spoke but to which a 'new' language is added to the bilingual repertoire. In my reading of Myers-Scotton there seems to be an implication that the old language originally provides the ML in code-switching, and that over time there is a turnover from that to the new language as ML, with, in some situations, intermediate composite ML stages. This may not be the way things happen for every case, as discussed in the previous section. For Gurindji, there is code-switching with both Gurindji ML and Kriol ML in different clauses in the 1970's but with a leaning towards Kriol (new language) ML but with some parts of the clause showing dominance of Gurindji morphosyntax.
This situation stabilizes in the mixed language as what I call by the formula N-INFL, shown diagrammatically in (25a) below 11 . A crucial question is the extent to which the grammatical type of the participating languages in this process determines the outcome. In the 'Centre of Gravity' hypothesis in its simplest form, the 'locus' type of the old language is determinant. Where a split occurs when the old language is dependent marking like Gurindji, the INFL (TAM) frame is taken from the new language but the case-marking frame may be retained from the old language.
The hypothesis can come in several forms. In the grammar-only variant, the presence of a dependent-marking language in the interacting pair alone can bring about the change, so that INFL-N below (25b) can also freely occur. In a more restrictive 'language-sequence' variant of the hypothesis, it is crucial that the dependent-marking language is the old language so that this variant would rule out (25b) below-hence the asterisk. Another possible variant might regard the question of which language is adopted initially as the ML as a key independent variable. This is more problematic as it begs the question of why the ML choice-in effect an early but partial turnoverwas made, and this could involve complex socio-historical questions. It seems logical to focus first on the question of whether the grammar-only or language-sequence variants of the hypothesis stand up to empirical test. Finding an example of INFL-N would tend to falsify the language-sequence variant and add prima-facie credibility to the grammar-only version. I have not found a INFL-N 10 Developments in Minimalism have mainly been in the direction of deconstructing INFL into a range of nested functional heads, called a 'cartography' in some recent work but the notion of an IP 'space' remains (Rizzi, ed., 2004) . 11 Here the notation KP is used for 'case phrase' dominating DP/NP, following Bittner & Hale (1996) . example but I have not looked very hard so far.
(25) The Infl-Nominal Split As I argued (1997, 2002) and also argued independently by Dimmendaal (1998) and MyersScotton (2002:263, citing Dimmendaal) the mixed language Mednyj Aleut is the product of a process and split essentially the same as that of Gurindji Kriol. One difference is that the INFL/TAM elements are represented by Russian elements suffixed to what are usually Aleut verb stems. However that is arguably a superficial difference since Kriol utilises preverbal TAM auxiliaries whereas many of the equivalent TAM elements are verbal suffixes. Mednjy Aleut, like Gurindji, appears to have adopted the new language Russian as the ML in the sense of provider of TAM, pronouns, word order, etc. early on but, like Gurindji, nominal morphology remained in the old language Aleut. Aleut adds a case where the grammar-only version of the hypothesis works, but does not contribute to resolving the question of whether language sequence is also relevant.
In the case of Michif and Tiwi, the alignment of the ML is with the old language in the sense that the verb which includes INFL/TAM is in the old language (Cree and Tiwi respectively), the obverse of that in Gurindji Kriol. This pattern is represented as V-N in (26b) below, in which the bound pronouns also are shown as part of the verb. As with the previous examples the inverse outcome with the polysynthetic verb coming from a new language and the nominal grammar from an old one (26a) is not exemplified here. It is possible that such cases exist but I have not done the extensive research required to unearth them. 
The Verbal-Nominal Split
Summary of convergence in the N-TAM and V-N Cases
The diagrams (27) and (28) below summarise the main changes in the Gurindji and Tiwi transitions to a mixed language, respectively. In each case the outcome composite ML and mixed language is case (a) at the top; (b) represents the structure of the old component language, and (c) the new component language Kriol. The arrows going upwards show the components of the clause of each participating language which join to make up the new language. In each case this refers primarily to the system morphemes and syntax, not necessarily to the lexicon of the content items which may draw on either language. In some cases there is some mixture in the system morphemes, e.g. the Tiwi locative preposition ka also enters the preposition set alongside English prepositions in Modern Tiwi. Only the simple intransitive paradigm of verbs is inherited into Modern Tiwi from the old language and new compounds make up the rest of the lexicon; the loss of other crossreferencing pronouns apart from the subject is marked by the symbol 
Simplification of verbal pronominal morphology in polysynthetic languages
In the case of the development of Gurindji Kriol, the loss of pronominal enclitics was attributed to the replacement of the Gurindji INFL (TAM) system by the Kriol INFL system. In the case of Michif the Cree verb morphology including the pronominal elements are largely retained.
Modern Tiwi however, as illustrated in the previous section, has also undergone some radical simplification in the verb morphology. Of the long and complex forms including pronominal, TAM and other affixes only a single simple intransitive paradigm remains. Rather than object pronouns being found in the verb, they occur as (Tiwi) free pronouns following the verb. Since Michif did not undergo this kind of process it cannot be a direct result of the V-N split process as so far discussed.
There are parallels with what happened to Tiwi elsewhere however. In the nineteenth-century pidgin "Broken Oghibbe-way" (Nichols 1995) only subject bound pronouns are retained and object pronouns are realised by free pronouns following the verb. The old language Ojibwe, an Algonquian language, by contrast, has both subject and object markers on the verb. This is the same change as occurred in Tiwi. The examples are from Bakker (1995:3-2) There are many more, and more complete, examples of loss of bound pronouns (eg McConvell 1981) at least some of which may be attributable to language contact but are often placed in the class of 'pidginisation'. In postings to the Creolist (McConvell 1997) I drew attention to the fact that Yimas Pidgin in Papua New Guinea replaces all verbal pronominal morphology with free pronouns. This is what happens in other 'pidgins' around the world, but in this case the 'Pidgin' is not a colonial product and no external lingua franca is involved. The language developed as a result of interaction and trade between the Yimas and their neighbours the Arafundi, and both of these languages are polysynthetic with bound pronouns within the verb. Possibly significant in this outcome is the fact that the pronominal elements on the verb are prefixes in Yimas and suffixes in Arafundi. There is therefore a lack of congruence of the systems in morpheme order and one might predict from that a replacement by free pronouns using a variation on the MLF model (cf. Jake 1994 (Foley 1988:171) There seems to be a widespread and systematic process occurring here in language contact involving partial or total replacement of bound pronoun systems with free pronouns. At the present stage of knowledge it would seem to be a separate phenomenon from the 'centre-of-gravity' hypothesis discussed in the rest of the paper, although the possibility that connections can be made should not be ruled out.
Conclusions and historical predictions
Contexts of mixed language genesis
This paper has shown that there is at least one well-documented case of a transition from codeswitching to a mixed language which has arisen in recent times. There are others in Australia and elsewhere where the evidence could be collected to support this scenario.
It is not claimed that all contact-induced change producing a degree of hybridity is due to codeswitching. One of the important tasks is to discover the circumstances in which it occurs, and the signatures of its previous occurrence as opposed to those of other types of contact. Bakker (2003) , in the context of an argument against mixed languages arising from codeswitching (CS), states that code-switching is only found where both languages involved in the CS are held in esteem by the speakers. No references are cited to back up this assertion. Similar statements have certainly been made, e.g. that a high degree of political competition between languages and their speaker groups militates against CS, e.g. the case of Castilian Spanish and Catalan. This seems to be a reasonable first approximation to a generalisation but it is curious that little research has been done to confirm or tighten up this hypothesis.
Similarly socio-historical arguments have been made about what kind of situation leads to mixed language genesis. While the notion that a new social group (ethnogenesis) must be involved is too strong, there are interesting parallels between the cases. It would seem that many involve a turn away from a potential fate of simply being a low status group of uncertain identity to grasping a specific identity bound up with the new language. This is not incompatible with code-switching between the old and new language in the transitional period. 
'Centre of Gravity' Hypothesis
A 'Centre-of-Gravity' Hypothesis has been proposed to explain the nature of the mixed language outcomes, based on the head/dependent marking parameter which yields a verbal or a nominal centre of gravity respectively. The centre of gravity retains the grammar of the old language whereas the parts of the clause outside the centre of gravity are attracted to the grammar of the new language.
The hypothesis has also been critically examined and modified, taking into account the notions of turnover and composite matrix language of Carol Myers-Scotton and her group. Rather than emphasising the verb, the language of INFL especially the Tense-Aspect-Mood elements was considered a key to the matrix language and the verb gains significance to the extent that TAM elements are part of it.
Contact between different locus-marking types
The type of split between Nominal on the one hand, and Verbal elements or INFL (tense-aspectmood) elements on the other, is not particularly common in the history of languages perhaps, but is attested in other kinds of language pairs apart from Australian head and dependent marking traditional languages, and creoles which are generally neutral for the head/dependent feature. We have already discussed Michif and Mednyj Aleut. In North-Western China, Chinese dialects (especially Mandarin), which are also neutral regarding head/dependent, have interacted with local agglutinative Turkic languages to produce hybrid languages (Hezhu, Dongxiang and Tangwang) which have generally Chinese vocabulary but case suffixes borrowed from the Turkic languages , in a similar fashion to Gurindji Kriol, taking case morphology from dependent-marking Gurindji 13 Apart from documentation of further contemporary and historical cases of mixed language genesis, it would be valuable to look for languages to see if tell-tale signatures of this kind of development can be found in modern or ancient languages. This section simply sketches some notes towards a possible research program at this stage.
In the case of the kinds of development we have looked at here, this would involve finding cases where (a) case-marking and other nominal morphology come from a different source language or family of languages from the TAM system or other verbal elements, in the case of a N-INFL split; or (b) prepositions (or postpositions) come from a different source language or family of languages from the verbal morphology in the case of a V-N split.
To qualify to be attributed to the kind of hybridization discussed, these splits in origin would have to be reasonably throughgoing in the languages concerned, attributable to systemic merger of grammatical systems, not just one-off borrowing of individual elements like case-markers and prepositions. Prepositions are known to be borrowed for instance from Spanish into Indigenous American languages (Field 2002:158-9 ; Hill & Hill 1986:147ff; Harris & Campbell 1995:124,132) , and from Mon-Khmer languages into the Austronesian Chamic group (Thurgood 1999:246-7) without necessarily leading to the conclusion that a V-N split has occurred 14 Some of this research could perhaps be carried out by using the World Atlas of Linguistic Structures (WALS; Haspelmath et al. 2005) Of course, the relevant transition to a mixed language with the type of grammatical split we have been discussing could well have occurred some hundreds or thousands of years ago so inspection of current languages in a region may only rarely provide clues to where such mixed languages might appear, as the languages may have moved and/or changed grammatical type.
Further, as outlined in this paper, I am critically reviewing the the notion that head-dependent marking is the relevant one for this research as the notion of location of INFL or some similar concept is looking more promising. Nevertheless since the typological surveying has been done based on head/dependent marking, and it does capture the relevant kinds of languages involved in the split hybridity outcomes we are examining to a reasonable extent, it would provide a heuristic at least for the initial stages of research into this question.
